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1 Formal game proposal

1.1 Game description

1.1.1 Setting

�The Metaverse has become unstable. I'm trapped in the now surreal parts of what once

was a detailed simulation of 21st century Munich. The only escape: Find the Trainman.

Who that is you ask? It's not a person, you know. More like a program. You wouldn't

understand. All I know is that if there's any chance �nding it, it would be somewhere

in the Subway. Just got there. Everything's getting weirder by the minute. Just upstairs

some guy was squashed by a gravitational anomaly. Poor lad. Couldn't have helped him.

Shit. There's something down here. Gotta �nd the ticket machine quickly now. If I at

least could see anything. There is this thick mist in the whole station. And something's

closing in on me. Gotta run to the machine, it's right over there. Reached it. Now follow

the protocol to call the Trainman. Single, Single, Group, Single, Return. The ticket is

printing. The airstream is �ercening. Rattling, the train is crushing in. It's a bit twisted.

Doesn't matter. Getting in now. On to the next Station.�

The game is set in a survival horror atmosphere, where surreal representations of everyday

situations and objects of munich turn hostile to the player. Constantly the player is

questioning about what is a real danger and what can safely be ignored. The dark and

twisted athmosphere of the game is set to contrast with the otherwise typically clean

look of Munich city.

1.1.2 Gameplay

The Goal of the game is to �nd a way through the maze present in every subway station.

As the players solves the stations maze he is able to proceed into the next station with

a di�erent puzzle to eventually �nd a exit from the subway. In addition to the maze the

player also is handicapped by a random obstruction. E.g. the eyesight could be blurred or

he may su�er from halucinations. In order to set the player under pressure to solve the

maze quickly he is endangered by a peril. This peril could manifest in physical dangers

like closing walls or gravitational anomalies, or by some evil entity. As an example of
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1 Formal game proposal

such an enemy, statues representative to munich could be chasing the player when he is

not looking at them. The players actions are limited to movement and some single level

speciic action, like e.G. switching lights on and o�. With these gameplay elements, the

player is both challenged both intellectually and by skill.

Abbildung 1.1: Puzzle mockup

Abbildung 1.2: Muenchner Kindl

1.2 Technical Achievement

We will be using a combination of various concepts to allow a immersive game experi-

ence. At �rst to discuss is asset generation. We will be using a structure from motion

(Photogrammetry) technuiqe to generate most of the models and textures. By this, a

photorealistic scene can be produced at reduced e�ort. Also we will record sounds that

are heard everyday in the subway of munich. Using a three dimensional sound engine
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the player is engaged by the important audial sense. To allow stunning visual e�ects, a

physically based renderer is applied. All of this will be implemented in our own engine,

Helix. We will enhance this engine by a editor to give us the possibility to create and

modify the levels more easily.

1.3 Big idea

Abbildung 1.3: Big idea bullseye

1.4 Development Schedule

In oder to provide a functional minimum the following features must be implemented:

• Single subway station model

• A rudimentary editor that allows some debug output

• Logic and model for an enemy

• Logic and model for a maze

• PhysX support

• First person camera

• Scripting

To at least reach our low target these features are needed:
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• Sound recording and playback

• A solid editor that allows modi�cation of game scenes

• Photogrammetric models

• Assets from assetpacks

If things go resonably well, we should reach our desireable target

• Shadows

• PBR

• 3D Sound recording and playback

• PPFX

• Re�ections

• Model of the subway

• Scenic models

• Single level

It might even be possible to reach our high target

• Advanced e�ects

• Mostly photogrammetric models

• Voxel cone tracing

• Various enemies and puzzels

• Multiple levels

• Voice acting

Some extras that we thought of, but won't be able to implemented

• Outside area

• Shooter mechanics

• Animated enemies

• Binaural audio
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Task Proposal Interim Alpha Playtesting Final

Photogrammetry M S D M S D M S D - -

Extern Assets D F S ? - - -

Sound M D M D - - -

MVG Request D ? - - -

Modelling - S D M S D M S D M -

Scripting - S D F M S D F M S D F M S D F M

Playtesting - - S D F M S D F M -

3D Sound M M - - -

Shadows - F S M F S M - -

PPFX - - S - -

PhysX F S M F S M - - -

FP Camera - D - - -

Re�ections - F S F S - -

Tabelle 1.1: Development Schedule

1.5 Assessment

We want to create a dense and horrifying atmosphere, taking place at the subway station

'Fraunhofer Straÿe' while also focusing on realistic visuals. The player should be able to

recognize the looks and the sound of the station, as well as other munich themed assets

and objects. Survival horror and puzzle solving are the core gameplay mechanics that

de�ne our game. Our core audience are fans of survival horror games from munich, who

enjoy games like Amnesia and Silent Hill.
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Abbildung 1.4: Helix logo
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2 Game Prototype

2.1 Physical Prototype

2.1.1 Introduction

Two players play the game as allies. Their main goal is to get into the subway train with

a valid ticket. While exploring the surrounding rooms, to �nd some money for the ticket

machine, various dangers await you as a player. In some rooms there are mysterious signs

scratched into the walls. Every time one of these catches your eye you hear a terrifying

sound not too far away. After the third time it becomes obvious that you are being

followed by one of these monstrosities. Could it be this creepy statue you saw earlier?

2.1.2 Rooms

Our paper prototype game is based on the game "Betrayal at house on the hill". It is a

turn based labyrinth puzzle, where the playery start at a predestined location. The start

room consists of eight doors and at the beginning the players draw six room cards and

place them around the start. These room cards themselves are equipped with one to four

doors. Each round a player rolls a die which determines how many steps he can take

(1-2: 1 step, 3-4: 2 steps, 5-6: 3 steps). The player may extend the map with a blindly

drawn room from the room pile, by walking through a not yet opened door. The player

now �nds him or herself in the room and immediateley is a�ected by any room e�ect.

This he can do as often as there is movement left. There are �ve kinds of room cards like

T-junctions, cross junctions, L-turns, straight corridors, one way rooms, glue pits that

slow the player down and also special rooms that have only one entry and can also have

special abilities. The lift room transfers the player to a desired location when they roll

a 3-6 otherwise they miss a turn. Other special rooms are e.g. the oracle that allows

you to look top three room cards and a amnesia event room which teleports the player

to the next statue room. Lastly to win the game the player also has to �nd the ticket

machine, where he can buy a ticket for the subway in exchange for three money tokens.

Some rooms are dark. In these the player is slowed down similar to the glue pits, unless

he possesses the �ashlight item.
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(a) The basic room cards (b) Special Rooms

(c) Special Rooms

Abbildung 2.1: Room cards
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2.1.3 Items

In some rooms the players will �nd items. As soon as a player opens a room with a item

card, he may draw an item from the item pile. With these randomly drawn objects, they

can enhance his abilities and also eventually win the game. To exchange items the players

must be in the same room.

1. Bomb (consumable): explodes and destroys a passage

2. Flash-Light: dark rooms behave like Glue-Cards (lose your remaining moves) with

the addition that items must not be picked up if there is no Flash-Light in the

inventory

3. Portal-Gun (consumable): move through the wall to a neighboring passage and

miss a turn

4. Money x 7(consumable): exchange for ticket

5. Ticket (consumable): enter the train

6. Rusty-keys (consumable): open locked doors

Abbildung 2.2: Items
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2.1.4 Statues

The enemy of the player are the masked statues. The �rst one is in a room right next to

the starting room. A second one may be discovered by the player while exploring rooms.

At �rst these are immobile, but only until the third sign of the mask has appeared on the

map. Then these statues begin to move, one step per turn in the direction of the nearest

player. As soon as a statue is in the same room with a player's piece, the statue kills the

player.

2.1.5 Gameplay example

Both players start by in turns placing rooms around the start room. Immediateley they

discover two mask signs. After a few turns the �rst player �nds an item. It is a portal

gun which allows to shoot a hole into a wall to the adjacent room once. In the following

rounds, the player �nds two coins. Soon after, player two also �nds the ticket machine,

but since he does not yet have enough money to buy a ticket he leaves the place to explore

some more. Some rounds later player one �nds some money as well. Player one and two

meet in a room to exchange the coins to player two. In an e�ort to take a shortcut, player

two discovers the second statue room. Unfortunateley there also is another mask sign on

the wall and therefore the statues become active. Player one hurries to the ticket machine

to purchase a ticket. While working that task, the statues were closing in on him. Player

one tries to bait the statues away from player two, but soon has to abort this dangerous

mission. With the ticket in one hand and the portal gun in the other, player two blasts a

hole in the wall to get to the next room. With the statues right behind them the players

�nally reach the subway train and with it their safety.

2.2 Results

2.2.1 Questions

Report on your experience playing the game. Was it fun?

At �rst the tabletop game was designed to be a single player game. This was problematic,

because until the statues spawned the only action for the player was to constantly explore.

This lead to a indi�erence about the choice of exploration. Turns could be neglected,

because it always would be the players turn. As we introduced multiplayer, the game

changed. It became much more strategic, hence to succeed the players had to coordinate

their movement and item usage. In the main game, this extension will not be used. For a
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game where atmosphere plays a key role any interaction with a cooperative player may

be destructive to the immersion.

Abbildung 2.3: Playing the game

Explain what you have learned from creating the prototype. What has proved to be
harder (or easier) than expected?

In the process of creating rooms and puzzles for the tabletop there immediateley sprouted

ideas of analoguous concepts that could be used in the �nal game. E.g. a ability for the

player to alter the environment with keys and bombs would allow for a more complex

level interaction.

We could not really test out the horror setting, that we plan for the �nal game, since

transporting such an athmosphere in a tabletop would require extensive story scripting,

which was not possible due to time constraints. Therefore we decided to focus on game-

play instead.

What design revisions have you made to your game (idea) based on your
experience creating the prototype?

The gameplay of our �nal game will rely heavily on the insights obtained from the

paper prototype. The concept of announcing and triggering a powerful enemy by signs

spread out on the map will terrorize the player excellently. Also we will try to adopt
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the exploration based gameplay, although randomized rooms are not directly applicable

to a subway station's architecture. Also loaction based events can be taken over to the

�nal game to obstruct the player. We plan to borrow the simple inventory system from

the tabletop to be able to pose more interesting puzzles to the player. Another idea

we liked in our tabletop are dark rooms, in which the player is hindered by blindness.

While playing the game in early iterations, it turned out to be di�cult avoiding several

fast enemies at the same time. Movement, speed and action radius should be carefully

balanced in the real game.
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3 Progress Report

3.1 Editor

Developing the editor was a primary goal for the last period. A sophisticated editor is

fundamental to allow creation of complex levels as our subway station. We chose QT for

window management because of its portability and customizability.

Abbildung 3.1: The Editor

By raypicking, the user can select an object in the level to observe and edit the object's

attributes. Parameters of the same component and functionality are grouped into movea-

ble widgets. In code, when creating new components, it is easy to register the components

parameters to the components editor panel.

The editor also includes an asset importer with which various �letypes can be converted

and loaded into the engines �lesystem. The importer is quite versatile in terms of �le
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formats and e.g. allows import of .fbx objects and scenes into seperate objects with

material information and useful optimizations, all common image formats to DDS with

mip map generation and also Wave sound �les.

In the viewport, selected gameobjects can be moved and oriented with a transform gizmo.

This feature turned out to be more problematic than expected. Screenspace manipulation

of worldspace objects needs to be adjusted carefully to achieve good user acceptance.

3.2 Engine

The engine itself was another receiver of attention in the weeks of ongoing development.

We revised major parts of the engine to allow components beeing attached to gameob-

jects. There are now three types of gameobjects, a base type with only a transform and

components, a render object which can be displayed in the scene but is not part of the

PhysX scene and lastly a gameobject with complete functionality. Currently there are

only three types of components. As the engine expands in functionality more components

are sure to follow. For now, there is a light component for the various light types, a shape

component for the PhysX scene and also a sound component. The user may also create

custom components which are similar to scripts.

For any survival horror game 3D sound is key to immersion. Therefore we replaced the

engines very rudimentary audio player by a much more sophisticated 3D sound functio-

nality. We used X3DAudio together with XAudio2 to compute a realistic stereo signal

that gives the impression of spatial sound. In the editor the level designer may attach

a Speaker component to any gameobject, for it to be a source of sound. Then, multiple

sound �les can be attached to the component and player independently.

3.3 Assets

We used photogrammetry to create realistic textures for our game and therefore spent

hours in strolling the subway of Munich, hunting good photographic data. Using a pipeline

consisting of Agisoft PhotoScan, Autodesk ReMake and Maya, xNormal and Allegorith-

mic's Substance Designer we were able to generate high quality PBR materials from our

photographic captures of real world objects. This pipeline yields real thus authentic maps

for height, normals albedo, a manually created roughness and a metallic map if needed.
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Abbildung 3.2: Basic level

Another kind of asset we created with a photogrammetric method were 3D models. We

scanned various objects, such as stairs, wastebins, ticket machines etc in our visits of

the subway stations of Munich and the MVG-Museum. Some of these Objects are quite

di�cult to capture in photogrammetry, because of their smooth and glossy surfaces.

Many of them required heavy manual correction.
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Abbildung 3.3: In the MVG-Museum

Another reason for �eld work was recording of sound for the game. We had to struggle

with microphones beeing un�t for the task, capturing almost always present background

noise. Using post processing �lters such as lowpass we were able to improve the quality

of the recordings to some degree. We plan to hide the remaining noise by constantly

keeping a level of desired backround sound with music and scenic e�ects.

3.4 Summary

We currently are still hard at work developing the game elements which will be combined

into a playable version in the near future. All the beforementioned tasks are important

steps to our survival horror game. With the editor beeing in a well developed state, the

engine providing all desired features and the asset pipeline beeing fully speci�ed, there

is no more hindrance to create a alpha of 'The Red Line'.
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4 Alpha Release

We were hard at work accomplishing the eager goals we set for our alpha version. Up

to the last Milestone we were in a process of building the foundations for being able to

create the game, such as the editor and the pipeline setup. Now, in the weeks before the

alpha milestone, features had to be added to the Helix engine to make our project a game.

These included modi�cations and extensions in the rendering architecture, the physics

simulation and game logic. Another major task was in using all the before mentioned

features to create a showcase game.

4.1 Rendering

For the rendering we needed an e�cient way to draw multiple materials (textures and

properties) per gameobject to be able to uv-map complex objects without losing texture

resolution. Our approach is to split the gameobjects mesh (MeshCluster) into several

parts called SubMeshes, which reside in the same continues vertex and index bu�ers.

Each of these SubMeshes is assigned a material instance which holds lighting and sha-

ding properties and references to textures. These properties can be used to select di�erent

shader permutations at runtime, allowing special shader features for each part of a game-

object. Since SubMeshes of a gameobject reside in the same bu�er, its possible to render

a gameobject without reuploading vertex and index data for each draw call. Additionally

we also introduced normal encoding and relief mapping to our deferred renderer. The

normal encoding reduces the data amount we have to transfer in between our draw calls

from 24 bit to 16 bit per pixel. The relief mapping works similar as parallax mapping

and helps the player to get a better understanding of depth by providing visual cues.
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Abbildung 4.1: Editor representation of SubMesh and Material properties

4.2 Physics

In most current games, a convincingly correct physical model is the core of game interac-

tion. Our game is no exception, as we believe that hardcoded constraints and gameplay

can be harmful to the immersion of the player, that is so important to a survival horror

game.
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Abbildung 4.2: PhysX scene of our level

4.2.1 Trigger and Contact Callbacks

As we used Nvidia PhysX, most of the actual physics simulation was ready to use. The

main work was to interface PhysX with our representation of game objects in the engine.

While pose and shapes were already coupled with the respective PhysX objects, we still

needed an option to receive simulation events, such as when a gameobject enters a trigger

volume or when objects collide. To do this e�ciently, these events are only invoked, if

any of the involved gameobjects were registered previously.

4.2.2 Character Controller

As our game is being played from a �rst person perspective, the camera must be moveable

by the player in a physical way. The camera therefore is a component attached to a game

object which is part of the physics simulation. If the player gameobject would be just like

any dynamic physics object, controlled by forces, velocity and such, steering the character

would be to indirect for the player to control. All our characters therefore use the PhysX

character controller extension which allows kinematic objects still being in�uenced by
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collision resolution. Another feature of the character controller is to create an abstraction

from raw movement. Character controllers are moved by easy to use methods, such as

Walk, LookAt or Turn. The application of our character controller is not limited to the

player character. We also successfully applied it to the moving statues which are the main

enemy of the player.

4.3 Gameplay

Currently our gameplay still is very limited. There is a statue following the player and

a simple button based puzzle which has to be solved in order to move on to a formerly

hidden part of the level. These types of interaction with the game re�ect our early

gameplay concepts.

Abbildung 4.3: Statue following player

4.4 Assets

For this chapter of the project, we generally re�ned the geometry used in the showcase

level. Also, a very important part of our new work�ow is splitting the geomtry in mutliple

SubMeshes that use di�erent materials, instead of working with a texture map that
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incorporates multiple textures into one material. This allows for an easier work�ow, a

higher e�ective texture resolution and easier switching between materials. To enable the

character controller to traverse the level, we added colliders to all walls and the �oor.

The �oor-switches use trigger volumes to register the player's presence. The high quality

of our assets helps to convey the subway-like level design to the player.
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